Briefing note
Overview of MiFID II deferral regimes in EU Member States
(15 December 2017)
On 15 December, ESMA published a table compiling the supplementary deferral regimes applicable in
different Member States for trading in non-equity instruments under MiFIR.
Under Article 11 of MiFIR, national competent authorities (NCAs) are empowered to grant operators of
trading venues a publication deferral of the details of transactions that meet either of the following
characteristics: Large in Scale (LIS), deemed illiquid, or above the Size-Specific-To-Instrument (SSTI)
threshold. In conjunction with a publication deferral, NCAs may grant a “supplementary deferral” which
means that the level of granularity may vary, i.e. by:
(a) requiring the publication of additional information during the standard time period of deferral;
(b) allowing the omission of the publication of the volume of transactions for a time period of 4 weeks;
(c) allowing the aggregation of transactions for a time period of 4 weeks (non-equity instruments other
than sovereign debt);
(d) allowing the aggregation of transactions for an indefinite period of time (sovereign debt
instruments);
(e) allowing the combination of (b) and (d) for sovereign debt instruments.
Based on voluntary contributions by NCAs, the list provides an overview of the current status of
implementation of the applicable MiFIR deferred publication regime per type of instruments in Belgium,
Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the UK.
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